End User Survey Web Access Reviews
Site Pages to be included:
Reviewer Name:
Computer or Devices used for review:
What type of internet connection are you using:
Software names and versions (include any software used during the review, both browsers and
any assistive technology used):

Describe your navigation methods (links list, headers, find, sitemap, etc.). Indicate how
effective they were and if it was necessary to use a variety to accomplish goals and which ones
presented barriers:

Describe the navigation used on this site (was it organized well between sub‐pages to allow
flexible movement back and forth through the site, links labeled well, etc.):

If forms or any other interactive elements were present please describe how accessible they
were:

Describe based on your impressions what the overall purpose(s) of this web site is for (what
reasons would you or another person have for using this site):

Based on your previous answer do you think the layout and organization of the site works
towards the goal of using the site for its perceived purpose:
Describe any specific errors with assistive technology the site presents (elements not labeled,
etc.):

If you are using audio output please describe the experience (for example were links labeled
with short names or left with really long addresses to be read out lout):

If using audio what changes (if any) could be made to labeling or other elements that could be
labeled better to allow for easier/quicker audio navigation:

IF links to PDF or other media files to download were available did they appear to be accessible
from a random sampling?

Describe the overall accessibility of the site (was it apparent, are there a variety of ways to
interact with the site).

Was there attention to detail in accessibility like Tab orders, labels, alt text for only appropriate
images:

If there were barriers that required technical support from the Center in order to accomplish
this review please describe them:

